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1 Introduction
Figure 1 is extracted from [1] and [2].
These works explore the allowed space of physical 4D S-matrices. One parametrizes
a vast family of S-matrices compatible with given physical and mathematical assumptions
and maximize or minimize quantities within this ansatz to find the boundaries of what is
possible. The more parameters the ansatz has, the better is the exploration. As the number
of parameters become very large, one hopes that these boundaries converge towards the
true boundaries of the S-matrix space.
Sometimes this works beautifully as illustrated in the figure; sometimes convergence is
painful, to say the least, as also illustrated in the figure. In those cases where convergence
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Figure 4: Largest possible value |g|max as a function of m2b , using a triple rho expansion of the
amplitude for the given values of Nmax and after imposing the unitarity constraints for spins up to
`max = 20. As explained in the text, the shaded area is physically incompatible with our analyticity
assumption. We added the analytic result of appendix E as the dashed line near m2b = 4.
`  `max and along a grid of values for s. Experimentally we observe that our results remain
meaningful if `max is not much smaller than Nmax and if the grid is su ciently refined. In
appendix F we discuss the dependence on these parameters in more detail, and outline the
numerical implementation.
4 Results
In this section we present our numerical results for several maximization problems using
the S-matrix bootstrap method explained above. For most of this section we restrict our
attention to 3+1 dimensional QFTs, i.e. d = 3 in our notation. In the final subsection 4.4,
we consider 2 + 1 dimensional QFTs.
4.1 Cubic coupling
For our first result we consider a scattering amplitude with a single pole corresponding to
the exchange of a scalar particle of mass mb, exactly as in our ansatz (15), and maximize
the value of the residue g2 as a function of mb.12
In figure 4 we plot the maximum absolute value of the coupling |g| defined as the residue
of the pole, with the di↵erent curves corresponding to di↵erent values of Nmax. We have
12For mb 6= m this in particular implies that there is by assumption no three-point coupling where all
particles have mass m. This could be due to a symmetry but we do not have to commit to an underlying
mechanism here.
12
Allowed
Beautiful 
convergence
Tough 
convergence
Figure 1. a) Maximal cubic coupling showing up in the scattering of the lightest particle in
a gapped theory with a single bound-state (in this channel at least) [1]. Convergence is perfect
when the bou d-state mass (me sured in un t of the lightest mass) is bigger than
√
2 and quite
painful otherwise. b) The allowed chiral zeroes space of putative pion S-matrices associated to
an SU(2) chiral symmetry breaking patterns draws a beautiful peninsula like object with a sharp
tip [2].1 Convergence is great almost everywhere except close to the tip where numerics struggle. In
those cases where the primal problem struggles, having a dual rigorous bound would be a blessing.
This paper is about such dual bounds.
is a struggle, what can we do? Sometimes, it is a simple matter of improving the ansatz;
sometimes it is not clear what exactly is missing. And in either case, how can we ever tell
how close to converging are we anyways?
A solution would be to develop a dual numerical procedure — called the dual problem
— where instead of constructing viable S-matrices we would instead rule out unphysical
S-matrix space.2 Then we would approach the boundaries of the S-matrix space from two
sides, dual and primal, and in this way rigorously bracket the true boundaries of the sought
after S-matrix space. This was recently achieved in two dimensions for simple models with
a single type of particle transforming in some non-trivial global symmetry group [11].3
This paper concerns two dimensional multi-particle systems with arbitrary mass spec-
tra from this dual perspective, clearly one step further in the complexity ladder, closer to
the full higher dimensional problem.4 We will also consider a different technical approach,
complementary to [11], with some aspects which we hope can be more directly transposable
to higher dimensions.
1There are, at least, other two structures would benefit a dual description. One is the “pion lake” [2],
found imposing the presence of the physical ρ resonance only. Another interesting and recent structure is
the “pion river” [3], found imposing additional constraints on the scattering lengths arising from χPT and
monotonicity of the relative entropy. The dual formulation would allow to rigorously define these structures
excluding theories not compatible with the assumed low energy QCD behavior.
2Such dual bounds were attempted more than 50 years ago already in [4–7]. Would be very important
to do some archeology work and revive/translate/re-discover/improve those old explorations in a modern
computer friendly era. A beautiful first step is currently being pursued by Martin Kruczenski and Yifei
He [8, 9]. The conformal bootstrap bounds are also exclusion analysis of this sort [10].
3The primal version of these single particle studies with global symmetry was the subject of [12–14]; the
case without global symmetry was considered in [15, 16].
4Multi-particle primal problems of this kind were pioneered in [17, 18].
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2 Dual optimization and the S-matrix bootstrap
To achieve the desired dual formulation, it is useful to revisit the S-matrix bootstrap
with a slightly different perspective.
In the primal S-matrix bootstrap formulation one constructs scattering amplitudes
consistent with a set of axioms, or constraints. Such amplitudes are said to be feasible, that
is, they belong to the allowed space of theories. One then optimizes physical observables,
such as the interaction strength between stable particles, in the space of feasible amplitudes.
The prototypical example is [15, 16]: in a 2D theory with a single stable particle of mass
m, what is the maximum cubic coupling g consistent with a 2 → 2 scattering amplitude
M satisfying the constraints of unitarity, extended analyticity, and crossing?
In other words, we would like to solve the optimization problem
Primal problem
maximize
in M(s), g2
g2 (2.1)
constrained by A(s) ≡M(s)−
(
M∞ −
g2
s−m2
−
∫ ∞
4m2
dz
π
ImM(z)
s− z+i0
+
(
s↔ 4m2 − s
))
= 0
for s > 4m2, (2.2)
U(s) ≡ 2 ImM(s)− |M(s)|
2
2
√
s− 4m2
√
s
≥ 0 for s > 4m2. (2.3)
where we maximize over the space of analytic functions M , and emphasize that one param-
eter in this infinite dimensional space is the residue of such functions at s = m2 which is
equal to −g2. The first constraint (2.2), an exact equality, imposes that feasible scattering
amplitudes must respect crossing, real analyticity, and have singularities determined by
physical processes: poles corresponding to one particle states, and cuts corresponding to
multi-particle states.5 We choose to impose this condition for s > 4m2, but because we
maximise over analytic functions, feasible amplitudes will have this property for all s in
the physical sheet.6 The convenience of imposing this condition for s > 4m2 will become
clear in time. The second constraint (2.3) is the physical unitarity condition, equivalent
to |S(s)| ≤ 1.
Since the quantity we are maximising, the objective, is a linear map in the space
of analytic functions, the map that evaluates the residue at a point, and since the con-
straints (2.2), (2.3) are affine and convex respectively, the optimization problem we aim to
solve is an infinite dimensional convex optimization problem. For such a simple problem,
there are now two directions that can be taken. The first option is to solve the infinite
5It turns out that there is no loss of generality in omitting subtractions from (2.2), since a more care-
ful analysis shows that the inclusion of those leads to the same result (2.15). We opt for not including
subtractions in the main text for the sake of clarity — see appendix B.1 for a more detailed discussion.
6The physical sheet is defined as the first Riemann sheet encountered after analytically continuing from
physical kinematics, s > 4m2, using the +iε prescription.
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dimensional problem analytically. As is well known by now, this follows from a simple ap-
plication of the maximum modulus principle [15, 16]. The second option, available in more
complicated situations, is to bring the problem to the realm of computers by maximiz-
ing our objective in some finite dimensional subspace of analytic functions. For example,
one can consider analytic functions that are, up to poles, polynomial of at most degree
Nmax in some foliation variable ρ that trivializes the constraint (2.2), as done in [1]. This
truncated problem can be efficiently solved by a convex optimization software, for example
SDPB [19, 20]. By choosing and increasing the finite dimensional subspace smartly, one
obtains lower bounds to the solution of the primal problem that should converge to the
correct bound with more expensive numerics.
The primal formulation suffers from two important shortcomings. First, for some
problems it is hard to identify a simple ansatz, or truncation scheme, that allows for fast
convergence. This is often the case in higher dimensional S-matrix bootstrap applications,
or when scattering heavy particles in 2D. Second, and perhaps more importantly, one may
want to add extra variables and constraints to the primal problem. In the previous example,
those variables and constraints could be, respectively, higher point amplitudes and higher
point unitarity equations. It may be the case that a feasible 2→ 2 amplitude in the original
primal problem may no longer be feasible in the enlarged space with extra constraints. In
those cases, a point in theory space previously said to be allowed becomes forbidden. It
would be more satisfying if bounds on the space of theories obtained by studying some
scattering subsector remained true once the full set of QFT constraints were imposed.7
To overcome both of this shortcomings, we introduce the dual formulation. We use the
coupling maximization problem as a guiding example, before generalizing.
Consider the Lagrangian8
L(M,w, λ) = g2 +
∫ ∞
4m2
ds w(s)A(s) + λ(s)U(s) (2.4)
with λ(s) ≥ 0 and define the dual functional
d(w, λ) = sup
{M,g}
L(M,w, λ) . (2.5)
Notice that the supremum is taken over unconstrained analytic functions M .9 The dual
functional d is the central object in the dual formulation due to the following property:
Weak duality
Let the solution of the primal problem be g2∗. Then d(w, λ) ≥ g2∗. (2.6)
7Much in the same way that CFT data excluded by the numerical conformal bootstrap remains excluded
once more crossing equations are included into the system.
8Note A(s) is actually real.
9It is useful to think of analytic functions as being defined through their independent real and imaginary
parts along a line. Of course, if the dispersion (2.2) were to hold, then those would not be independent.
However, since we maximise over generic analytic functions, we are free to treat Re M and Im M for
s > 4m2 as independent.
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Weak duality holds due to two observations. First, note that since
inf
{λ≥0,w}
L(M,w, λ) =
g2 if M is feasible−∞ otherwise, (2.7)
we have that
g2∗ = sup
{M,g}
[
inf
{λ≥0,w}
L(M,w, λ)
]
.
Weak duality then follows from the max-min inequality
d(w, λ) ≥ inf
{λ≥0,w}
[
sup
{M,g}
L(M,w, λ)
]
≥ sup
{M,g}
[
inf
{λ≥0,w}
L(M,w, λ)
]
= g2∗. (2.8)
Exploring the {w, λ} space, the space of dual variables, we therefore obtain upper
bounds on the values of g allowed by the axioms and exclude regions in theory space. This,
in turn, partially solves the first shortcome of the primal formulation: by providing upper
limits on the coupling, it bounds how far from converging an ineffective primal truncation
scheme may be. To find the best possible upper bound, we solve the
Dual problem (generic)
minimize
in w(s), λ(s)
d(w, λ) (2.9)
constrained by λ(s) ≥ 0
The construction of dual functionals from a primal optimization problem is standard
in optimization theory, but the particularities of the problems encountered in the S-matrix
bootstrap lead to important simplifications. One of these is that the analyticity of the
scattering amplitude is inherited by the dual variable w(s), conjugate to the analyticity
constraint. In fact, let’s define a “dual scattering function”, W (s),10 odd under crossing
and whose absorptive part is w(s):
W (s) ≡ − 1
π
∫ ∞
4m2
dz
w(z)
s− z+i0 −
(
s↔ 4m2 − s
)
. (2.10)
Then, swapping a few integrals in (2.4) and using 1(s−z±i0) = ∓iπδ(s − z) + P
1
(s−z)
leads to a very simple representation for the lagrangian as
L(M,W,λ) = g2
(
1 + πW (m2)
)
+
∫ ∞
4m2
ds Im (W (s)M(s)) + λ(s)U(s). (2.11)
Note that the Lagrangian density is now manifestly local in M as the Cauchy kernel
from (2.2) has been nicely absorbed into W . This locality, together with the quadratic
nature of the constraint equations11 leads to the next simplification over generic dual
10It is worth stressing that the introduction of an analytic function W (s) is not mandatory. It is possible
to work with real densities w(s) and follow the argument presented in this section using the same logic.
This possibility is particularly useful in higher dimensions if one wants to assume no more than the proven
analyticity domains [7].
11Dispersions for higher point amplitudes are no longer expected to be quadratic in lower point functions
due to the presence of Landau singularities.
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optimization problems: we can perform both the maximization over M in (2.5) and the
minimization over λ in (2.9) exactly. We now analyze those in sequence.
Before doing that, first notice, linearity of L under g2 implies that
d(W,λ) = +∞ unless πW (m2) = −1. (2.12)
This means that unlessW is properly normalized at m2, the bounds obtained from the dual
functional are vacuous. Hence, in solving the dual problem, there is no loss of generality
in restricting ourselves to the space of W satisfying the constrain in (2.12).
The linear Lagrange equations with respect to variations ofM(s) for s > 4m2 results in
Mcritical(s) = [Im(W (s))/λ(s) + i (2λ(s) + Re(W (s))/λ(s))] /(2ρ211).
where ρ211 = 1/(2
√
s− 4m2
√
s). Second order variations show that, indeed, this is a
local maximum provided λ(s) > 0. It follows from the definition (2.5) that, provided
πW (m2) = −1,
d(W,λ) =
∫ ∞
4m2
ds
(
|W (s)|2
4λ(s) + λ(s) + ReW (s))
)
/ρ211. (2.13)
Next, we minimize over λ leading to λ = |W (s)|/2. The result is D(W ) ≡ inf
λ≥0
d(W,λ))
given by
D(W ) =
∫ ∞
4m2
ds (Re(W (s)) + |W (s)|) /ρ211., (2.14)
in which case12
Mcritical(s) =
i
ρ211
(
1 + W
∗
|W |
)
.
In sum, the dual of (2.1) simplifies to
Dual problem (S-matrix bootstrap)
minimize
in W (s)
D(W ) =
∫ ∞
4m2
ds (Re(W (s)) + |W (s)|) /ρ211 (2.15)
constrained by πW (m2) = −1. (2.16)
The dual problem can be tackled numerically through the same strategy used for the
primal problem, that is, restricting our search to a finite dimensional subspace of analytic
W s. For example, one could use the ρ foliation variables to write the ansatz13
Wansatz(s) =
1
s(4m2 − s)
Nmax∑
n=1
an(ρ(s)n − ρ(t)n), (2.17)
where
ρ(s) =
√
2m2 −
√
4m2 − s√
2m2 +
√
4m2 − s
, (2.18)
12Note that unitarity is automatically saturated once we minimize in λ.
13The Ansatz (2.17) is consistent with the dispersion (2.10). In particular, the poles in (2.17) correspond
to a delta function contribution in w(s).
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and minimize the functional (2.15) in the finite dimensional space parametrized by the an’s.
Note that the constraint (2.16) is a linear constraint in this space. The functional (2.14)
is nonlinear, but it is convex in W . Performing such minimization, say, in Mathematica
shows that, as one increases Nmax, the result of the problem (2.15) converges to the result
of the primal problem (2.1). This is expected if our optimization problem satisfies
Strong duality
The solutions to the primal (2.1) and dual problem (2.15) are identical, i.e.
g2∗ = minin W D(W ). In other words, the ≥ symbol in (2.6) is actually an = sign.
This property is argued for in appendix A.
To explain how the dual formulation solves the second shortcoming of the primal
optimization, and in view of the applications in section 3, let’s consider a slightly different
class of S-matrix Bootstrap problems. Consider a gapped theory with two real stable
particles of masses m1 and m2 respectively, m1 < m2, and suppose we were interested
in maximizing the cubic coupling of particle m1. Let Mab = Ma→b. Assuming P and T
symmetry, M is a symmetric matrix. We would like to solve the problem
Primal problem (matrix)
maximize
in M
g2 (2.19)
constrained by A(s) = 0 for s > 4m21, (2.20)
U(s) ≡ 2 ImM(s)−M†ρM  0 for s > 4m21. (2.21)
where Aab ≡ Aa→b are analogous to (2.2) and impose the correct dispersion relations for
the amplitudes Ma→b (see e.g. (3.12) in the next section). Here ρ are the phase space
factors for the intermediate states (see e.g. (3.11) in the next section). To obtain the dual
problem, we introduce the Lagrangian
L(M,w,Λ) = g2 +
∫ ∞
4m21
ds Tr (w · A(s) + Λ · U(s)) , (2.22)
where w and Λ are respectively symmetric and hermitian matrices of dual variables with Λ
positive semi-definite. The new dual functional
d(w,Λ) = sup
M
L(M,w,Λ) (2.23)
satisfies weak duality by similar arguments as those in equations (2.7)–(2.8). The dual
optimization problem is
Dual problem (matrix)
minimize
in w(s), Λ(s)
d(w,Λ) (2.24)
constrained by Λ(s)  0.
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Note that an upper bound on the solution of the primal problem (2.1) is obtained by
choosing minimizing d in the subspace wab(s) = δ11a δ11b w(s), Λab = δ11a δ11b λ(s), λ ≥ 0. This
is equivalent to the dual problem obtained by including only the amplitude M11→11 in the
bootstrap system, or primal problem. Restricting to a scattering subsector in the dual
formulation provides true bounds to the more complete optimization problem. Conversely,
bounds obtained by studying some restricted space of amplitudes and constrains remain
valid once extra axioms and degrees of freedom are considered. We hope it is clear that the
argument provided by means of an example is generic. This solves the second shortcoming
of the primal formulation.
3 An application
3.1 The setup
We now turn our attention to much richer S-matrix bootstrap. We consider a theory with
two particles of mass m1 and m2 > m1. We will not assume any global symmetry. For
concreteness, we will take14
m1 = 1 , m2 = 3/2 .
There are a priori four couplings involving these two particles: g111, g112, g122, g222. They
would show up as s-channel residues in the various scattering amplitudes:
Amplitude Exchange of particle 1 Exchange of particle 2
11→ 11 g2111 g2112
11→ 12 g111g112 g112g122
12→ 12 g2112 g2122
11→ 22 g111g122 g112g222
12→ 22 g112g122 g122g222
22→ 22 g2122 g2222
We will not consider the full coupled system of six amplitudes. Instead we will consider a
nice closed subset involving the 11 → 11, 11 → 12 and (the forward) 12 → 12 processes
only (that is, the first three lines in the table). As such we will be insensitive to g222. We
will furthermore consider a section of the remaining three-dimensional space where g122 = 0
so that the problem simplifies slightly to15
Amplitude Exchange of particle 1 Exchange of particle 2
11→ 11 g2111 g2112
11→ 12 g111g112 0
12→ 12 g2112 0
14Setting m1 = 1 simply sets our units. All m2 >
√
2 would then give very similar plots/conclusions. We
could also consider m2 <
√
2; the plots are a little bit less eye pleasing in that case. The significance of the
transition point m∗2 =
√
2 is that this is the crossing invariant point for the 11→ 11 process; on either sign
of this point residues have different signs leading to quite different optimization results.
15The analysis for any other fixed value of g122 follows identically, see more at the end of this section.
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and our main goal here is to explore the allowed two dimensional (g112, g111) space. A
convenient way to find the boundary of this space is by shooting radially. We fix an angle
β and define a radius R as
(g112, g111) = R(cosβ, sin β) .
Then we find the maximum value of R for each β choice to plot the full two-
dimensional space.
In the primal language we will get larger and larger R’s as our ansatz is more and
more complete. In the dual language we will rule out smaller and smaller R as we improve
our ansatz. Sandwiched between the two will be the true (two dimensional section of the)
boundary of the S-matrix space.
It is equally straightforward to fix g122 to any other value and analyze another 2d
section in this way or even collect various values of g122 to construct the full 3D space. We
leave such detailed scans for the future when we will have more realistic setups designed
to bootstrap particular relevant physical theories such as the (regular and tricritical) Ising
model (perturbed by thermal and magnetic deformations) as discussed in the conclusions.
3.2 Single component horn
Let us start our search for the two dimensional section of the allowed S-matrix space by
focusing on the constraints arising from the single M = M11→11 component alone.
This is a warm up section and many of the results here are not new: indeed, the
primal formulation of single component scattering has been the subject of [16]; a minor
new ingredient we will consider here is the radial search element. (The radial problem for
the space of S-matrices with O(N) symmetry and no bound states was introduced in [11].)
In appendix H of [17] an almost identical primal problem was solved analytically; the
analytic curves in figure 2 are obtained by trivially adapting the arguments therein. The
dual formulation for these single component cases with several exchanges masses, however,
will be novel and provide very useful intuition for the most general case.
The primal radial problem can be compactly formulated as
Primal radial problem for single component
maximize
in M,R2
R2
constr. by Resm21(M) = R
2 sin2 β, Resm22(M) = R
2 cos2 β (3.1)
s ≥ 4m21 A(s) = M(s)−M∞ +
(
g2111
s−m21
+ g
2
112
s−m22
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
dz
ImM(z)
z − s
+ (s↔ t)
)
= 0
s ≥ 4m21 U(s) = 2ImM(s)− ρ211|M(s)|2 ≥ 0. (3.2)
We will now construct the dual problem. If it were not for the radial additional equal-
ity constraints (3.1) the corresponding dual problem would be given already in eq. (2.15).
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In this case we need to introduce additional Lagrange multipliers ν1 and ν2 to the la-
grangian (2.4)
L =R2 + ν1(Resm21(M)−R
2 sin2 β) + ν2(Resm22(M)−R
2 cos2 β)
+
∫ ∞
4m21
dsA(s)w(s) + U(s)λ(s). (3.3)
Now we follow the logic of section 2 verbatin modulo a few small differences inherent to
the radial nature of the primal problem which we will highlight. First of all note that the
maximum of the Lagrangian with respect to R2 yields a bounded result only when
1− ν1 sin2 β − ν2 cos2 β = 0.
Next, identifying w(s) = ImW (s) with W (s) given by (2.10) as before will lead to a
beautiful dual problem formulation with a totally local optimization target. Importantly∫ ∞
4m21
dsA(s)w(s) =
∫ ∞
4m21
ds Im(M(s)W (s)) + πResm21(M)W (m
2
1) + πResm22(M)W (m
2
2)
so we see that the optimization with respect to the parameters Resm2i (M) identifies the
lagrange multipliers νi with the normalization of the dual functional at the stable mass
values W (m2i ). All in all we therefore obtain the simple dual problem radial generalization
of (2.15) as
Dual radial problem for single component
minimize
in W
D(W ) =
∫ ∞
4m21
ds (Re(W (s)) + |W (s)|) /ρ211
constrained by 1 + πW (m21) sin2 β + πW (m22) cos2 β = 0. (3.4)
Notice again the nice complementarity between the pole singularities associated to
bound states in the physical amplitude and the absence of poles in the “dual scattering
function”W given by (2.10), replaced instead by the simple normalization conditions (3.4).
Conversely, when we maximize effective couplings in theories without bound-states the
primal S-matrices have no bound-states and the dual functionals have poles [11].
In figure 2 we show the numerical results for both the primal (inner blue shaded regions)
and the dual problem (outer red shaded regions).
3.3 Multiple component kinematics
Next we consider the full system with 11→ 11, 11→ 12 and forward 12→ 12 amplitudes.16
The two dimensional kinematics of the 11→ 11 process and of the forward 12→ 12 process
16As reviewed in detail in [17] when a particle of type 1 scatters with a particle of type 2 it can either
continue straight (forward amplitude) or bounce back (backward amplitude). Here we consider the forward
process only. This process is nicely crossing symmetric. (The backward process is not; instead it is related
by crossing to 11 → 22 scattering so considering this backward process would require more scattering
processes to close the system of unitarity equations.)
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Figure 2. Numerical bounds on the coupling space {g111, g112}. The blue shaded regions enclose the
allowed points for different Nmax in our primal ansatz. The red shaded regions mark the points that
are rigorously excluded. The thin black analytic curve is the boundary of the allowed region [17].
As we increase Nmax from 1 to 5 in the primal problem, the blue regions enlarge, allowing for more
and more points and eventually converging to touch the boundary of the permitted space (this is
more evident in the “horn” region). In the dual strategy as we increase Nmax from 1 to 5 we exclude
more and more points. At convergence the excluded region touches the boundary of the allowed
space. We restrict the plot to the first quadrant since it is symmetric under g ↔ −g.
are reviewed in great detail in section 2 of [17] so here we will mostly focus on the new
11 → 12 process.17 This scattering process is a nice fully symmetric process. No matter
which channel we look at it, it always describes two particles of type 1 (in the infinite
future or past) scattering into a particle of type 1 and another of type 2. As such
M11→12(s, t, u)
is fully symmetric under any permutation of the three Mandelstam variables s, t, u. Of
course, they are not independent. Besides
s+ t+ u = 3m21 +m22 (3.5)
which holds in any dimension, we have the two dimensional constraint
stu = m21
(
m21 −m22
)
2 . (3.6)
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) describe a curve. Its projection into real s, t, u is given by
the solid curved blue lines in figure 3. There, we see four disconnected regions: three
17This process was not considered in [17] because it violates Z2 symmetry. Here we don’t have Z2
symmetry so it is the first most natural process to consider after the lightest 11→ 11 scattering amplitude.
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2
Figure 3. Maldelstam Triangle for 11→ 12 scattering. The x-axis is given by x = (s+ 2t− 3m21−
m22)/
√
3. The 11 → 12 scattering if fully crossing invariant and indeed so is this picture. Physical
processes in 2D lie on top of the blue solid lines and outside the red lines; in higher dimensions
they fill in the interior of the regions delimited by the blue solid lines as one scans over physical
scattering angles. Similar triangle for 12→ 12 scattering can be found in [17].
non-compact parabola like curves related by a rotation symmetry and a round triangle
in the middle. The three outer curves are the three physical regions associated to the
three scattering channels. The one in the top, for instance, corresponds to the s-channel.
(Each outer curve has a left and right components which are equivalent; they are related
to a simple parity transformation.) The s-channel outer curve start at s = (m1 + m2)2
as indicated by the red solid line. That corresponds to the minimal energy necessary to
produce a particle of type 1 and a particle of mass 2 at rest. (Recall that 2 is heavier than 1.)
Another important energy marked by the blue dashed line in the figure occurs at s = (2m1)2
which would correspond to the minimal energy necessary to produce two particle of type
1 at rest. This is however not a physical energy for this process since physical energies
are those for which we can produce both initial and final state. Nonetheless, the region
between s = 4m21 and s = (m1 +m2)2 is very interesting because we know precisely what
are the only possible physical states in that energy range: they can only be two particle
states involving two particles of type 1 [21, 22]. The equation which reflects this is the so
called extended unitarity relation which in this case reads
2ImM11→12 = ρ211M11→11M∗11→12, 4m21 < s < (m1 +m2)2 . (3.7)
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Here, since we are focusing on the top curve (which is crossing equivalent to any of the
other two) we can think of M as a single function of s with
t(s) = 12
3m21 +m22 − s−
√(
s− 4m21
) (
−2m22
(
m21 + s
)
+
(
s−m21
) 2 +m42)
s
 (3.8)
u(s) = 12
3m21 +m22 − s+
√(
s− 4m21
) (
−2m22
(
m21 + s
)
+
(
s−m21
) 2 +m42)
s
 . (3.9)
As a check, note that as m2 → m1 we find u → 0 and t → 4m21 − s as expected for two
dimensional elastic scattering of particles of equal mass.
The extended unitarity relation (3.7) is of course part of a coupled system of equations
when we consider all components at once. They can all be nicely packed into matrix form
by defining
U ≡ 2ImM−M†ρM , (3.10)
where
M ≡
(
M11→11 M11→12
M11→12 M12→12
)
, ρ ≡
ρ
2
11 =
θ(s−4m21)
2
√
s−4m21
√
s
0
0 ρ212 =
θ(s−(m1+m2)2)
2
√
s−(m1+m2)2
√
s−(m1−m2)2
 .
(3.11)
Then extended unitarity is the statement that U = 0 for s ∈ [4m21, (m1 + m2)2]. Above
s = (m1+m2)2 we are at physical energies and the extended unitarity relation is replaced by
regular unitarity which is now nothing but the statement that U is a positive semi-definite
matrix U  0 for s > (m1 +m2)2.18
Finally we have poles. These correspond to the single particle exchanges when s or t or
u are equal to either m1 or m2. The poles show up in the (rounded) triangle region in the
Mandelstam triangle picture 3 in the 11→ 12 process as depicted in figure 4. For 12→ 12,
we have u = 0 and the two t-channel poles lie in the extended unitarity region. Note here
the important difference between unitarity and extended unitarity. In the unitarity region
the amplitudes describe physical probability amplitudes, are bounded and can thus never
have poles. In the extended unitarity region they can in principle. And here they do as we
see in the figure.
All in all, we can summarize the analytic structure of our amplitudes with their cuts
and poles by dispersion relations as usual. These can be conveniently packaged into a
simple matrix statement A = 0 with
A ≡
(
A11→11 A11→12
A11→12 A12→12
)
(3.12)
18Strictly speaking we can impose U = 0 for a while longer in the unitarity region, more precisely until
the energy where we can produce two particles of type 2 or three particles of type 1. In practice, bounds
we will find will saturate unitarity so this will be automatic. Because of this, in all implementations, we
will actually impose U  0 even in the extended unitarity region, that is for any s > 4m21. This is very
convenient as it renders the problem convex.
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2
2u = m
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Figure 4. t(s) (blue) and u(s) (yellow) for 11 → 12 scattering and m2 = 32m1. u(s) and t(s) are
two branches of the same analytic function. In the extended unitarity region they are complex.
As a function of s, all poles are located before the extended unitarity region. The grey horizontal
dashed lines are equal to m21 and m22 and fix the position of the t– and u– channel poles.
2 4 6 8
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2
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8
t = m21t = m
2
2s = m
2
1 s = m
2
2
extended 
unitarity unitarity
t-channel poles sit in the s-channel extended unitarity region (and vice-versa)
t(s) = 2m21 + 2m
2
2   s
u(s) = 0
s
Figure 5. t(s) (blue) and u(s) = 0 (yellow) for 12→ 12 forward scattering and m2 = 32m1. In the
s-channel extended unitarity sit t-channel poles (and vice-versa). The s-channel poles lie before the
s-channel extended unitarity region. As in the previous figure, the grey horizontal dashed lines are
equal to m21 and m22 determine the position of t-channel poles.
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and
A11→11(s) ≡M11→11(s)−M∞11→11
+ g2111
( 1
s−m21
+ 1
t(s)−m21
)
+ g2112
( 1
s−m22
+ 1
t(s)−m22
)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
ImM11→11(z)
( 1
z − s
+ 1
z − t(s)
)
dz , (3.13)
A11→12(s) ≡M11→12(s)−M∞11→12 + g111g112
( 1
s−m21
+ 1
t(s)−m21
+ 1
u(s)−m21
)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
ImM11→12(z)
( 1
z − s
+ 1
z − t(s) +
1
z − u(s)
)
dz , (3.14)
A12→12(s) ≡M12→12(s)−M∞12→12 + g2112
( 1
s−m21
+ 1
t(s)−m21
)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
ImM12→12(z)
( 1
z − s
+ 1
z − t(s)
)
dz . (3.15)
We hope there will be no confusing created by the fact that t(s) signifies different things
depending in which equation we are since crossing is implemented differently for different
components. In (3.13) is it t(s) = 4m21 − s; in (3.14) it is given by (3.8); and in (3.15) it is
given by t(s) = 2m21 + 2m22− s. In what follows, it should always be clear from the context
which t(s) we are talking about.
3.4 Multiple component dual problem
The formulation of the dual problem for the multiple component scenario can be derived
following the steps outlined in section 2. There are, however, two practical obstacles: one
is the complicated analytic structure of the 11→ 12 component, the other is the presence
of the extended unitarity region. In this section we shall solve both problems if we want to
arrive at an elegant and efficient dual numerical setup.
As always, we start from the primal radial problem
Primal radial problem for multiple component
maximize
in R2,M
R2
constr. by 0 = c1 ≡ Resm21(M11→11)−R
2 sin2 β ,
0 = c2 ≡ Resm22(M11→11)−R
2 cos2 β ,
0 = c3 ≡ Resm21(M11→12)−R
2 sin β cosβ ,
0 = c4 ≡ Resm21(M12→12)−R
2 cos2 β ,
s > 4m21 A = 0 where A is given in (3.12) ,
s > 4m21 U  0 where U is given in (3.10) . (3.16)
If not for the ci = 0 equality constraints related to the radial problem, this setup would
fit (2.19). Note also that the last constraint incorporate automatically unitarity and ex-
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tended unitarity. Sometimes it is convenient to analyze it separately in the extended and
regular unitarity regions corresponding to s bigger/smaller than (m1 +m2)2 respectively.
We start our path towards the dual problem with the usual Lagrangian starting point
L=R2 +
4∑
i=1
ciνi +
∫ ∞
4m21
tr (wA) ds+
∫ ∞
4m21
tr (ΛU) ds, (3.17)
with
w =
(
w1
1
2w2
1
2w2 w3
)
and Λ semi-definite positive. Next we want to identify w as the discontinuities of full
analytic functions W such that the resulting lagrangian becomes manifestly local. This is
still possible here but turns out to be more interesting than before because of the richer
11→ 12 kinematics reviewed in the previous section. The final result is
W =
(
W1
1
2W2
1
2W2 W3
)
(3.18)
with the dispersive representations of the three dual scattering functions
W1(s) =
1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
dz ImW1(z)
( 1
z − s
− 1
z − 4m21 + s
)
, (3.19)
W2(s) =
1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
dz ImW2(z)
( 1
z − s
+ Jt(s)
z − t(s) +
Ju(s)
z − u(s)
)
, (3.20)
W3(s) =
1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
dz ImW3(z)
( 1
z − s
− 1
z − (m1 +m2)2 + s
)
. (3.21)
Note that the first and last lines here are pretty much as before: they correspond to
anti-crossing symmetric functionals W1 and W3. The middle line — with its Jacobians
Jt = dt/ds and Ju = du/ds from (3.9), (3.8) — is more interesting and more subtle. We
explain its origin in full detail in appendix B.2.
Then we have the crucial relation required to render the Lagrangian local:∫ ∞
4m21
tr (wA) ds =
∫ ∞
4m21
Im tr (WM) ds+ π
(
Res
m21
(M11→11)W1(m21)
+Res
m22
(M11→11)W1(m22) + Res
m21
(M11→12)W3(m21)
+Res
m21
(M12→12)W2(m21)
)
.
Once we plug this relation into our lagrangian (3.17) the last line nicely combines with the
first two terms there; these terms are the only terms where R, νi and the various residues
appear.19 Maximization with respect to the residues will relate the various functionals
W evaluated at the stable particle masses to the lagrange multipliers νi as before while
maximization with respect to R will lead to a linear constraint involving all these functionals
which plays the important role of our normalization condition. It reads:
1 + π(W1(m1)2 sin2 β +W1(m22) cos2 β +W2(m21) sin β cosβ +W3(m21) cos2 β) = 0 . (3.22)
19Recall that R, the residues and M(s) for s > 4 are our primal variables, while νi and Wi(s) are our
dual variables.
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At this point we already got rid of the lagrange multipliers, the radius and the residues;
our (partially extremized) Lagrangian is now a functional of the real and imaginary parts
of the amplitudes M above 4m41 and of the functionals Wi also for s > 4m21. Our dual
functional d is therefore the maximization over the amplitudes M of
d(W,Λ) = sup
M
∫ ∞
4m21
ds
(
tr (ImWM) + tr (ΛU(M))
)
(3.23)
Since we are dealing with small 2× 2 matrices we found it convenient to go to components
at this point and also to separate the last integral into its extended and regular unitarity
contributions separately.
For example, using
Λ =
(
λ1
1
2λ2
1
2λ
∗
2 λ3
)
 0, (3.24)
and evaluating the equations of motion for ReM12→12 and ImM12→12 in the extended
unitarity region we get
ReW3 + 2λ3 = 0, ImW3 = 0.
These two equations constrain the dual scattering function associated to the 12 → 12
to have a discontinuity starting at (m1 + m2)2. Moreover, the semidefinite-positiveness
condition on Λ implies20 that
λ3(s) ≥ 0 =⇒ ReW3(s) ≤ 0, for 4m21 < s < (m1 +m2)2.
We can solve all equations for all amplitude components in both the regular and extended
unitarity region for the simple reason that U is quadratic in M. In this way we get d(W,Λ)
which we should now minimize. Its explicit expression is in appendix C.
We can now minimize first over positive semi-definite Λ to obtain our final dual func-
tional D(W). This step is quite non-trivial but leads to a very compact final result:
Dual radial problem for multiple component
minimize
in W
Dext(W) +Dphys(W) (3.25)
Dext(W) = −
∫ (m1+m2)2
4m21
ds
|W2|2 − 4ReW1W3 + |W 22 − 4W1W3|
4ρ211W3
Dphys(W) =
∫ ∞
(m1+m2)2
ds
(
ReW1
ρ211
+ ReW3
ρ212
+
√
|W1|2
ρ411
+ |W3|
2
ρ412
+ |W2|
2+|W 22−4W1W3|
2ρ211ρ212
)
const. by ReW3 ≤ 0, ImW3 = 0 for 4m21 ≤ s ≤ (m1 +m2)2
and by 1 + π(W1(m1)2 sin2 β+W1(m22) cos2 β
+W2(m21) sin β cosβ+W3(m21) cos2 β) = 0 .
20Second order variations show that the full positive semidefiniteness of Λ is required for the critical Mc
to be a maximum.
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Here, the two contributions Dphys(W) and Dext(W) correspond to the contributions of
regular and extended unitarity. The last condition is the normalization condition (3.22) and
the next-to-last line with the linear inequality constraint is in the end the only remnant of
the positive semi-definiteness of the lagrange multiplier matrix Λ. All these constraints can
actually be trivialized as we explain in the next section. This will lead to a unconstrained
(albeit non-linear) dual minimization problem which we will then solve numerically.
3.5 Numerical results
Now we perform both a primal and a dual numerical exploration to check the correctness
of problem (3.25).
It what follows we will propose ansatze to parametrize families of dual functionalsWj ’s.
The cleverer the ansatze, the best will the bounds be and the fastest they will converge of
course. Clever or not, it is of course important to stress that any ansatze for Wi leads to
a totally rigorous exclusion bound.
The 11 → 11 dual ansatz is the same used to produce the rigorous dual bounds in
figure 2
W1(s) =
1
s(4m21 − s)
Nmax∑
n=1
an (ρ(s)n − ρ(t)n) , (3.26)
where t = 4m21−s, an are free variables and ρ(s) is the usual ρ-variable foliation introduced
in [1] — see eq. (2.18) with m = m1. This ansatz has the right branch-point discontinuities
and it is manifestly anti-crossing symmetric. At infinity it decays as W1 ∼ s−5/2; in fact,
this behavior ensures that the dual objective in (3.4) is integrable. The poles at s = 4m21
and s = 0 are not necessary to obtain optimal bounds, but in practice they speed up the
numerical convergence.21
For the 11→ 12 dual ansatz we use
W2(s) =
1√
4m21 − s
√
4m21 − t
√
4m21 − u
Pmax∑
n=1
bn (ρ(s)n + Jt(s)ρ(t)n + Ju(s)ρ(u)n) , (3.27)
where t and u are respectively given in (3.8) and (3.9). Recall also that Jt = dt/ds and
Ju = du/ds. At infinity W2 ∼ s−3/2, therefore the dual objective function (3.25) wouldn’t
be integrable at infinity. However, it is sufficient to fix two of the bn’s free variables to
ensure the W2 ∼ s−5/2 decay. Notice that eq. (3.27) has branch point singularities at
s = t = u = 4m21 where the extended unitarity discontinuity in the physical amplitude
start. At the physical threshold s = (m1 + m2)2 in principle we could add additional
singularities such as a pole (similarly to (3.26)), however it turns out that numerically it
makes no difference.
It is convenient to design the 12 → 12 dual ansatz such that it automatically satisfy
the constraints ImW3 = 0 and ReW3 < 0 in the extended unitarity region so that our
21We have numerical evidence to believe they are the right singularities the optimal dual scattering
function should have. However, it is worth noticing they do not spoil integrability at threshold. We can
look at eq. (2.11): the
∫∞
4 Im (M(s)W (s)) ds is integrable if W (s) ∼ 1/(s − 4) close to threshold because
the amplitude vanishes as M(s) ∼
√
s− 4.
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g111
g112
Figure 6. Dual (red) and Primal (blue) excluded/allowed regions once the full system of amplitudes
is included.22 The multi-component improved boundary is now rigorously trapped between the
primal and dual bounds. The red dashed line is the previous single component boundary. As we
now impose the full system constraints the bound improves dramatically excluding most of the horn
like figure. The red star point, for instance, was allowed (feasible) before from the primal problem
perspective (it was blue in figure 2) and is now excluded. Once again, we restrict the plot to the
first quadrant due to g ↔ −g symmetry.
optimization is unconstrained. The former is easily achieved using a ρ-foliation with cut
starting at s = (m1 +m2)2 such as
ρ̃(s) =
√
(m1 +m2)2 − 2m21 −
√
(m1 +m2)2 − s√
(m1 +m2)2 − 2m21 +
√
(m1 +m2)2 − s
.
The latter is more subtle: we could always impose linear constraints such as ReW3(s) ≡
W3(s) ≤ 0 on some grid of points in the 4m21 < s < (m1 + m2)2 segment in our dual
minimization problem, but this would make Mathematica’s basic FindMinimum slow and
nearly unusable. Instead, we opt to write the ansatz
W3(s) = (ρ̃(t)− ρ̃(s))
(
1√
(m1 +m2)2 − s
+ (s↔t)
)Qmax∑
n=0
cn(ρ̃(s)n + ρ̃(t)n)
2
where t = 2m21 + 2m22 − s. It is easy to check that W3 has actually definite sign in a larger
region than extended unitarity: W3 > 0 in t((m1 + m2)2) = (m1 −m2)2 < s < m21 + m22
22The dual curves, from outer to inner corresponds (Nmax, Pmax, Qmax) equal to (8, 8, 8), (10, 10, 10) and
(10, 20, 20); the primal curves from inner to outer correspond to 136, 271 and 1111 degrees of freedom in
the primal ansatz for the amplitude matrix. We used splines analogous to those used in [17].
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and W3 < 0 in m21 +m22 < s < (m1 +m2)2 which of course include the extended unitarity
region. This may sound too restrictive, however this is one of the advantages of the dual
formulation: as long as the dual scattering functions satisfy the dual constraints, the bounds
obtained are rigorous. Of course, a legitimate question is whether our ansatz is able to
attain the optimal value of the dual problem. It turns out that for the case we are studying
this ansatz is also approximately optimal numerically.
Now we have all the ingredients to just code the objective in (3.25) and minimize
it unconstrained. The result for the {g111, g112} space is shown in figure 6 (red shaded
regions). In the same figure, the blue shaded areas are determined running the primal
problem eq. (3.16) — see [17] for details about primal multiple component numerics. The
red dashed line marks the single component analytic bound. The white space in between
the primal and dual areas is the uncertainty we have in the definition of the boundary for
the full coupled system. Clearly the optimal bound is almost completely trapped!
4 Discussion
Icarus said that all limits are self-imposed. That is not totally true. Unitarity, crossing
symmetry and analyticity clearly also impose very important bounds.
In this paper we initiated a general dual bootstrap program and applied it on the
next-to-simplest S-matrix bootstrap scenario: two dimensional amplitudes with more than
one particle type and more than one mass.23
One main goal of this paper was to set up the theory behind this physical problem
and connect it with the standard language of dual and primal maximization problems as
optimization problems. Indeed, a great deal of section 2 can bet transported from (the
continuum limit of ) business and finance department reviews of optimization problems
(beautiful examples are [23]), or math books [24–26].
In the S-matrix bootstrap studied here the primal problem is linear but constrained;
the dual problem is non-linear but unconstrained.24 For the primal problem, we used
the powerful SDPB code to perform the optimizations. For the dual problem we used
Mathematica’s basic FindMinimum.25 Even so, the dual problem is orders of magnitude
faster right now.26 It would be very interesting to look for more tailor made algorithms for
our kind of minimizations to speed the dual even more.
23The simplest example was kicked off in [11] for a single particle species transforming in some global
symmetry group.
24The unconstrained nature of the dual problem is an extremely powerful and fortunate property which
was not a priori guaranteed. It is the nature of the S-matrix Bootstrap problems considered up to now that
allowed us to trivialize all dual constraints encountered thus far.
25FindMinimum is sometimes an art. It is not uncommon to ask for a minimization, give Mathematica a
viable starting point and obtain a final result bigger than the starting value. Go figure. Of course, it is a
price to pay when having a one size fits all algorithm. See also next footnote.
26The dual curves in figure 6 contain thousands of points and take about a day to generate in a regular
laptop. The primal curves take a few days in a cluster. One reason why we did not use the cluster for the
dual problem is that we found it useful to hotstart FindMinimum by starting the minimization search at a
given point using the final result of the neighbouring point.
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ĝ111
ĝ112
ĝ113
Figure 7. Left: maximum couplings g11j for a theory with the masses of the Ising field theory
deformed by magnetic field depicted by normalizing those by the Ising couplings, ĝ11j ≡ g11j/gIsing11j
at this E8 point. Right: the plot on the right is obtained by a simple rotation of the first by 45
degrees which magnify some of the nice features of the plot. (These plots were generated using
the dual method developed in this paper with N = 20; it might be possible to derive this shape
analytically. We did it for one of the faces but did not pursue this further.) The Ising field theory,
the red dot, lies beautifully at the very tip of these horn shaped single component plots.
Of course, the main advantage of having a dual problem is not speed but the fact that
the bounds whence generated are completely rigorous. What is once excluded can never
be included back. This is in contradistinction with the primal formulation where more
constraints will often rule out a previously feasible solution. In practice the best is to use
both dual and primal problems at once. When they almost touch each other — meaning
the so called duality gap is closing — we know we are reaching the very optimal bounds!
Having developed the theory and a very fast dual problem, we look forward to putting
it to use in several interesting physical applications.
One goal would be to bootstrap the Ising model field theory with both thermal and
magnetic deformations turned on. Let us recall why we think this is promising. The
Ising field theory with pure magnetic deformation [27] is at the boundary of the single
amplitude bound [16], see figure 12 there. What is more, it is precisely at the top of a
sharp horn like 3D bound in the coupling space as depicted in figure 7.27 Something we
clearly learned in this paper is how multiple amplitudes can truncate such horns; compare
figures 2 and 6. At the magnetic Ising point this dramatic truncation can not happen.
This theory exists after all, we can not rule it out. What happens is that the very special
values of the masses of the stable particles of this theory allow for fine tuned cancelations
in 11→ 12 and other amplitudes such that they completely vanish and thus do not affect
the single component bound which produces the horn. In other words, the purely magnetic
deformation, being precisely integrable, is very special. As soon as we move away from
these special masses by turning a thermal deformation, the multiple amplitude bounds are
now expected to strongly affect the single component analysis and this provides a strong
improvement over the bounds in [16]. This is not totally trivial to implement because close
27In [16] only the maximum g111 coupling was plotted so it was not possible to see this cusp so sharply.
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R L
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Figure 8. The kinematics of the two-to-two process 11 → 12 is very reminiscent of two-to-three
scattering of massless particles as illustrated here. Both processes are fully crossing symmetric.
Particle 2 on the left is analogous to the jet of two right-movers on the right. This two-to-three
scattering process should show up in flux tube physics [32–34] where parity is broken. Extending the
flux tube S-matrix boostrap program initiated in [35] to include such processes would be extremely
interesting.
to the magnetic point, the Ising field theory has three stable particles. Exploring the space
of couplings gijk between these particles is hard because this space is ten dimensional. The
trick here is to find a clever lower dimensional section of this multidimensional space, with
good optimization targets, which could efficiently isolate the magnetic plus thermal Ising
deformation. That is something we are currently exploring.28
Another interesting theory to explore would be the tri-critical Ising model. In the
discussion section of [17] an S-matrix bootstrap homework exercise was proposed in relation
to this model. With the great speed gains from the dual technology here developed this
homework seems very doable. The deformation proposed there concerns a deformation
preserving Z2 symmetry. The dual Z2 symmetric bootstrap is discussed in appendix D for
the case of equal masses; the uneven masses case should be a straightforward generalization
of the analysis of the main text.
One step up in the complexity ladder of bootstrap problems are problems whose am-
plitudes depend on more than a single complex variable. One example is of course higher
dimensions where we have both an energy and an angle even in two-to-two scattering pro-
cesses.29 Another example are higher point amplitudes, even in two dimensions. In fact,
in a very roundabout way, we arrived at the class of problems presented in this paper
precisely while starting to tackle these multi-particle problems in work in progress with J.
28Using the form-factor bootstrap [28] as a further complementary tool to nail down the relevant physical
Ising deformation might be very powerful as well. And recent work [29] provides valuable insight into
particle production and analytic properties of the expected S-matrices away from the integrable points.
29It is also in higher dimensions where the tension between absence of particle production and crossing
symmetry is most striking [30, 31] which is another point a dual formulation should be very helpful in
clarifying.
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Penedones. The point is that the 11→ 12 amplitudes studied in this paper are in a sense
very similar to a sort of 2 → 3 scattering process of massless particles as illustrated in
figure 8. The jet of the two right movers in the future is like particle 2. Of course, that jet
can have any sub-energy hence we have in that case a continuum of “particles” of type 2,
hence the additional complex variable. Nonetheless, this problem seems within reach. We
hope to reach it and report on it in the near future.
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A Strong duality
AssumeM∗ solves the primal problem (2.19) with optimal coupling g2∗, and note that there
are some amplitudes do not saturate unitarity since we could always cook up models with
other particles also with mass m1 and m2 so that probability could leak into those hidden
sectors and manifest itself as non-saturation of unitarity in our truncated Hilbert space.30
This means that
Inner point property
There exists an Mi such that U(Mi)  0 and A(Mi) = 0. (A.1)
In this appendix we argue that this implies strong duality [24–26]. Consider the fol-
lowing auxiliary convex set in the space of real G, symmetric A(s) and hermitian U(s):
Aux =
{
(G,A(s),U(s)) s.t. G ≤ g2,A(s) = A(M(s)), (A.2)
U(s)  U(M(s)) for some analytic M
}
.
The point bp ≡ {g2∗, 0, 0} is at the boundary of Aux. Since Aux has an interior point, the
supporting hyperplane theorem31 guarantees that there exists a hyperplane (i.e. a linear
functional on the (G,A(s),U(s)) space) containing bp so that the set Aux is to one side
of it. In equations, there exists real γ, symmetric wc(s) and hermitian Λc(s), not all
simultaneously zero, such that
γG +
∫ ∞
4m21
ds Tr(wc · A(s) + Λc · U(s)) ≤ γg2∗ for all (G,A(s),U(s)) in Aux. (A.3)
Note that, due to the definition of A, this is only possible if γ ≥ 0 and Λ  0.32
30Here unitarity refers to both unitarity and extended unitarity.
31In the infinite dimensional case, this is a consequence of Hahn-Banach’s theorem.
32To see explicitly, assume Λc(s) isn’t positive semidefinite. Then there exists ~x such that ~x†Λc~x < 0.
In turn, this implies that Tr(Λc · (U + r~x~x†)) could become arbitrarily negative as we take r →∞. Note,
however, that (G,A,U + r~x~x†) is in A for all r > 0 provided (G,A,U) is. These two facts together are in
contradiction with (A.3).
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Equation (A.3) should hold in particular when the inequalities in (A.2) are saturated,
in which case it reduces to
γg2 +
∫ ∞
4m21
ds Tr(wc · A + Λc · U) ≤ γg2∗ for all M. (A.4)
Next, we need to argue that γ 6= 0. First note that, if that were the case, then, after
renormalizing wc → γwc and Λc → γΛc, we would conclude that
L(M,wc,Λc) = g2 +
∫ ∞
4m21
ds Tr(wc · A + Λc · U) ≤ g2∗ for all M,
which, paired with weak duality, leads to strong duality:
g2∗ ≤ d(wc,Λc) ≡ sup
M
L(M,wc,Λc) ≤ g2∗ =⇒ d(wc,Λc) = g2∗.
In particular this implies that unless Λc has a zero eigenvalue, U = 0, i.e. unitarity is
saturated. This is the matrix version counterpart of the argument in [11] for unitarity
saturation.
To prove that γ > 0, assume γ = 0 and look for a contradiction. Plugging Mi
from (A.1) into (A.4) would show that Λc = 0. This in turns would lead, using (A.3), to∫ ∞
4m21
ds Tr(wc · A(s)) ≤ 0 for all (G,A(s),U(s)) in Aux,
which can only be true for a symmetric w if wc = 0. But γ,wc(s),Λc(s) are not all zero
by the supporting hyperplane theorem, which shows that γ = 0 is a contradiction. This
concludes the argument.
B More on dispersion relations
B.1 Subtracted dispersions
The construction of the dual problem starts with the dispersive representation of the am-
plitude, see for instance eq. (2.2). In order to allow the most general behavior compatible
with polynomial boundedness, one introduces subtractions.
Here we show that for the case ofM = M11→11 scattering, our derivation is compatible
with one-subtracted dispersions. Let us start from the identity (we set the units by the
mass of the external particle m = 1)
M(s)−M(2) =
∫
Cε(s)
M(z)
z − s
dz −
∫
Cε(2)
M(z)
z − 2 dz, (B.1)
where Cε(s0) is a circular path around s0 of radius ε and we can imagine there always exist
a path connecting them. The amplitude M(s), by physical assumptions, can only have
poles on the real axis in the segment 0 < s < 4.33
33We chose s = 2 as a subtraction point for convenience: the only dangerous situation is when the mass
of the bound state is m2b = 2. However, in that case the s and t-channel poles would collide canceling each
other, therefore we can avoid this situation and always assume m2b 6= 2 without loosing generality.
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Blowing up the contour in eq. (B.1) we get
0 = A(s) =M(s)−M(2)−
∑
i
g2i (s− 2)
(
1
(m2i − s)(m2i − 2)
− 1
(t(m2i )− s)(t(m2i )− 2)
)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4
ImM(z)
(
s− 2
(z − s)(z − 2) +
t(s)− t(2)
(z − t(s))(z − t(2))
)
dz
=M(s)−M(2) +
∑
i
g2i
(
1
s−m2i
+ 1
t(s)−m2i
− 2
m2i − 2
)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4
ImM(z) 2(s−2)
2
(z−s)(z − 2)(z+s−4)dz. (B.2)
The last line of equation above shows that the imaginary part of the amplitude can grow
as ImM(z) ∼ z for large z.
We want to integrate (B.2) against the Lagrange multiplier w(s). Now, note that a
new primal variable we have now is the constant M(2) in (B.2); when we construct the
Lagrangian by integrating (B.2) agains w(s), that constant term will be multiplied by the
integral of w(s) and thus its equations of motion will lead to
∫∞
4 w(s)ds = 0 which we
assume henceforth. Then, it is easy to show that∫ ∞
4
w(s)A(s)ds =
∫ ∞
4
M(s)w(s) +
∑
i
g2i
∫ ∞
4
w(s)
(
1
s−m2i
+ 1
t(s)−m2i
)
ds
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4
dz ImM(z)
∫ ∞
4
w(s) 2(s−2)
2
(z−s)(z − 2)(z+s−4) .
If we decompose the subtracted integration kernel in partial fractions
2(s−2)2
(z−s)(z − 2)(z+s−4) =
1
z − s
+ 1
z + s− 4 −
2
z − 2
the integration against the Lagrange multiplier nicely yields34∫ ∞
4
w(s) 2(s−2)
2
(z−s)(z − 2)(z+s−4)ds = −
∫ ∞
4
w(s)
( 1
s− z
− 1
s− t(z)
)
ds .
Following the logic outlined in section 2, we introduce the anti-crossing analytic function,
holomorphic in the complex-plane without the normal unitarity cuts
W (z) = 1
π
∫ ∞
4
ImW (s)
( 1
s− z
− 1
s− t(z)
)
ds,
such that ImW (s) = w(s) for s > 4. At the end we get the useful identity∫ ∞
4
w(s)A(s)ds =
∫ ∞
4
Im (W (s)M(s))ds+ π
∑
i
g2iW (m2i ),
that we have used, for instance, to get eq. (2.11).
34In all these manipulations we are assuming that w(s) decays fast enough to justify the integration
exchanges.
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B.2 The 11 → 12 functional
The analysis leading to the dispersion relation (3.20) arises from the analysis of the term∫ ∞
4m21
A11→12w2 =Resm21(M11→12)
∫ ∞
4m21
w2
( 1
s−m21
+ 1
t−m21
+ 1
u−m21
)
ds
+
∫ ∞
4m21
ReM11→12w2 ds (B.3)
− 1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
dzImM11→12(z)
∫ ∞
4m21
w2(s)
( 1
z − s
+ 1
z − t(s) +
1
z − u(s)
)
.
once we use the dispersion relation (3.14).
The second line suggests that we could define an analytic function W2 such that w2 =
ImW2, in particular
ReW2(z) = −
1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
ImW2(s)
( 1
z − s
+ 1
z − t(s) +
1
z − u(s)
)
ds.
It is interesting to notice that whileM11→12 is manifestly crossing invariant in s, t, u because
the integration kernel is, the crossing properties of W2 are now implicitly defined and we
need to invert the relation between t(s), u(s) and z. Some simple algebra shows that
ReW2(z) =
1
π
∫ ∞
4m21
ImW2(s)
( 1
s− z
+ Jt(z)
s− t(z) +
Ju(z)
s− u(z)
)
ds, (B.4)
with Jt = dt/ds and Ju = du/ds. In other words, we can define an analytic function which
is dual crossing symmetric in the sense that when we cross we pick a jacobian factor. Notice
that this definition is compatible with (2.10) as for single component Jt = dt/ds = −1 and
Ju = 0. The standard anti-crossing case thus follows as a particular case from this general
rule. From eq. (B.4) we immediately recover∫ ∞
4m21
ImW2(s)
( 1
s−m21
+ 1
t(s)−m21
+ 1
u(s)−m21
)
ds = πW2(m21).
In practice, we have shown that eq. (B.3) can be reduced to∫ ∞
4m21
A11→12w2 =
∫ ∞
4m21
Im (W2M11→12) ds+ Resm21(M11→12)W2(m
2
1).
The analysis of the 12 → 12 component follows straightforwardly and is analogous to the
11→ 11 case.
C Dual Lagrangian for multiple components
Here we present some of the algebra manipulations pertaining to section 3.4. In particular,
the final expressions in this appendix contain the optimal phase shifts in terms of the
critical dual functionals. Varying the Lagrangian
L(M,W,Λ) =
∫ ∞
4m21
ds tr
(
W ·M−M ·W
2i︸ ︷︷ ︸
Im(WM)
+ Λ ·
(
2M−M2i −M · ρ ·M
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Λ·U(M))
)
. (C.1)
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with respect to M and its conjugate35
0 =
∫ ∞
4m21
ds tr
(
δM ·
[W
2i +
Λ
i
− ρ ·M ·Λ
]
+ δM ·
[ W
−2i +
Λ
−i
−Λ ·M · ρ
])
.
Now, since δM (and its hermitian conjugate) are expressed in a basis of pauli matrices
σ0(= I), σ1, σ3 but not σ2 ≡ σ we can only say that each term in square brackets is zero
up to a term proportional to σ which will always vanish under the trace,
W
−2i +
Λ
−i
−Λ ·M · ρ = a σ . (C.2)
At this junction we will split the analysis into the extended and regular unitarity region
for the simple reason that ρ is invertible only in the regular unitarity region.
Let us first focus on the regular unitarity region. Dotting (C.2) with σ · ρ ·Λ−1 from
the left and taking the trace kills the last two terms on the left hand side and leads to a
simple expression for a. Next, armed with a we can simply multiply the equation by Λ−1
and ρ−1 from the left/right respectively to get M,
M = i2Λ
−1 ·
(
2Λ + W + σ tr (σ ·W ·Λ
−1 · ρ)
tr (Λ−1 · ρ)︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
)
· ρ−1 .
We could still simplify this expression a bit more noting that ρ−1 = σ · ρ · σ/ det(ρ) and
Λ−1 = σ ·Λ ·σ/ det(Λ) to get rid of the some inverses. Finally, we can plug this expression
into the Lagrangian (C.1) to obtain a beautiful compact matrix form for the dual objective
in the regular unitarity region:
dregular(W,Λ) =
∫ ∞
4m21
ds tr
(
ρ−1 ·
(
Λ + W2
)
·Λ−1 ·
(
Λ + W2
))
+
tr
(
ρ−1·W·σ·Λ
)
tr
(
ρ−1·W·Λ−1·σ
)
4 tr
(
ρ−1 ·Λ
) .
Nicely, note how one can formally reduce it to a single component by replacing σ by zero
(thus killing the second term), dot products by simple products and matrices by functions;
then this Lagrangian would precisely reduce to the single component expression (2.13).
Next we consider the extended unitarity region. An annoying feature is now that ρ is
not invertible. On the other hand, the reason why ρ is not invertible is precisely because
it becomes full of zeros and hence extremely simple:
ρ→
(
ρ211 0
0 0
)
which renders the analysis of the extremization of (C.1) in components a straightforward
task. We obtain
dextended(W,Λ) = 1
2ρ211(λ22 − 4λ1λ3)
(
− 8λ3λ1Re (w1)− 4λ2λ1Re (w2) + 4λ22 Re (w1)
−8λ3λ21 − 2λ1w2 (w2) ∗ + λ2w2 (w1) ∗
−2λ3w1 (w1) ∗ + λ2w1 (w2) ∗
)
.
35Note that for the symmetric matrices M and W in (3.11) and (3.18) hermitian conjugation is the same
as conjugation hence the absence of daggers in these expressions.
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It is possible to minimize analytically the dual functional d(W,Λ) with respect to Λ.
The resulting dual objective has been already shown in eq. (3.25). Here we shall report
the expressions for the critical amplitudes as function of W only.
In the extended unitarity region 4 < s < (m1 + m2)2 the critical amplitudes are
given by
M11→11 =
i
ρ211
(
1 + (W
2
2 − 4W1W3)∗
|W 22 − 4W1W3|
)
,
M11→12 =
i
2ρ211
4W ∗1W2W3 − |W2|2 − |W 22 − 4W1W3|
W3|W 22 − 4W1W3|
, (C.3)
ImM12→12 =
|W2|4 + |W2|2|W 22 − 4W1W3| − 4W3 Re (W 22W ∗1 )
4ρ211|W 22 − 4W1W3|W 23
.
Notice that we cannot have direct access to ReM12→12, but we can reconstruct it from
its imaginary part. This is of course related to the fact that our equations in the extended
unitarity region, with ρ non-invertible, are a bit more degenerate.
In the unitarity region, s > (m1 +m2)2, the expressions of the critical amplitudes are
much more involved. It is convenient to introduce the two auxiliary functions
α = 1
2ρ211
√
ρ412|W1|2 + ρ411|W3|2 +
1
2ρ
2
11ρ
2
12(|W2|2 + |W 22 − 4W1W3|),
β = α2i
4W2W ∗1 |W3|2 +W3W ∗2 (|W 22 − 4W1W3| − |W2|2)
2ImW2 ReW2 Re (W1W3)− Re (W 22 )Im (W1W3)
.
The amplitudes can then compactly written as
M11→11 =
i
2α
(2α+W ∗1
ρ211
− W
∗
3 β
ρ212β
∗
)
,
M11→12 =
i
ρ212
W ∗3
β∗
, (C.4)
M12→12 = −
i
2α|β|2ρ412
(W ∗3 (4α2ρ212 − |β|2ρ211) + ρ212β∗(W ∗1 β∗ − 2α(β +W ∗2 ))).
Quite non-trivially, relations (C.3) and (C.4) manifestly saturate extended and regular
unitarity in our truncated space.
D Dual Z2 bootstrap
D.1 Setup the primal problem
Here we consider a simple application of the dual technology developed in section 2 to the
scattering of equal mass particles with different field parity: 1 odd and 2 even. Defining
the S-matrix element for the process ij → kl as Sklij = out〈kl|ij〉in, we can group the even
and odd scattering processes into two 2× 2 matrices36
Seven =
(
S11→11 S11→22
S11→22 S22→22
)
Sodd =
(
S12→12 S12→21
S12→21 S12→12
)
. (D.1)
36Recall that in 1 + 1 dimensions forward 12 → 12 and backward 12 → 21 scattering of non-identical
particles are independent processes.
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Unitarity is simply given by the two positivity constraints
Ueven = 1− Seven(Seven)†  0, Uodd = 1− Sodd(Sodd)†  0, s ≥ 4m2. (D.2)
Analyticity and crossing properties are encoded into the dispersion relations
Aa(s) = Sa(s)− Sa(∞) +
Jg2a
s−m2
+ JCabg
2
b
t(s)−m2 −
1
π
∫ ∞
4m2
( Im Sa(z)
z − s
+ CabIm Sb(z)
z − t(s)
)
dz
= 0, (D.3)
where J = 1/2
√
m2(4−m2) and a, b = {11 → 11, 22 → 22, 12 → 12, 11 → 22, 12 → 21}.
In this basis the crossing matrix is simply
C =

1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
 . (D.4)
The processes {11→ 11, 22→ 22, 12→ 12} are invariant under crossing s→ t = 4m2 − s.
The last two processes 11→ 22 and 12→ 21 are crossed of each other.
Because of Z2 symmetry there are only two independent couplings that we call g112
and g222. They show up in the different processes as follows
Amplitude Exchange of particle 1 Exchange of particle 2
11→ 11 0 g2112
22→ 22 0 g2222
12→ 12 g2112 0
11→ 22 0 g112g222
12→ 21 g2112 0
One way to explore the space of allowed couplings is to formulate the problem in a
radial form. We define
g112 = R cos θ, g222 = R sin θ,
and the vector v(θ) = {cos2 θ, sin2 θ, cos2 θ, sin θ cos θ, cos2 θ}. Then for each fixed θ
we solve:
Primal Z2 Problem
maximize
in {R2,Sa}
R2
constr. by Resm2(Sa) = va(θ)R2 for a = 1, . . . , 5 (D.5)
Aa(s) = 0 for s > 4m2, for a = 1, . . . , 5
Ueven(s)  0, Uodd(s)  0 for s > 4m2. (D.6)
This problem and therefore the space of the allowed couplings {g112, g222} has been already
determined in [17]. Our aim is to give an equivalent dual formulation which makes the
problem so simple that can be ran in few minutes using Mathematica on a standard laptop.
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D.2 Dual construction I: residue constraints
As explained in section 2, the construction of the dual problem starts with the introduction
of Lagrange multipliers for any constraint given in the primal problem (D.6). The first set
of linear constraints (D.5) defines what we call “radial problem” — see also [11]. They can
be easily taken into account introducing the Lagrangian
L(R2, S, ν) =R2 +
∑
a
νa(Resm2(Sa)− va(θ)R2)
=R2
(
1−
∑
a
νava(θ)
)
+
∑
a
νaResm2(Sa) .
The Lagrange equation for R2 yields simply the condition
1−
∑
a
νava(θ) = 0,
and the problem can be cast in a simpler equivalent form
min
νa
{
max
Sa
∑
a
νaResm2(Sa) constrained by
Aa(s) = 0, s ≥ 4m2, a = 1, . . . , 5
Ueven(s)  0, Uodd(s)  0, s ≥ 4m2
}
constrained by 1−
∑
a
νava(θ) = 0. (D.7)
D.3 Dual construction II: analyticity and crossing
All crossing and analyticity properties of the various S-matrices involved in the Z2 system
can be derived from the dispersion relations in eq. (D.3). Indeed, for each s they can be
viewed as a set of linear constraints enforcing a precise relation among the ReM(s) and
ImM(s), otherwise independent.
For each component we introduce a dual scattering function wa and replace the objec-
tive in (D.7) by
L(S, ν, w) =
∑
a
νaResm2(Sa) +
∑
a
∫ ∞
4m2
wa(s)Aa(s) ds. (D.8)
The wa(s) are real functions in general. However, it is often useful to define analytic
functions starting from wa(s) to simplify the analyticity and crossing constraint. It can be
shown that if we introduce a dual crossing function Wa(4m2 − s) = −CabWb(s) such that
Wa(s) =
1
π
∫ ∞
4m2
( Im Wa(z)
z − s
− CabIm Wb(z)
z − t(s)
)
dz
and identify
wa(s) = Im Wa(s), for s > 4m2,
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the last term in eq. (D.8) becomes∑
a
∫ ∞
4m2
wa(s)Aa(s) ds = πJ
∑
a
Resm2(Sa)Wa(m2) +
∑
a
∫ ∞
4m2
Im (WaSa) ds. (D.9)
Substituting eq. (D.9) into the Lagrangian (D.8) allows us to maximize in the
Resm2(Sa) variables
∂
∂Resm2(Sa)
L(S, ν, w) = νa + πJWa(m2) = 0, for a = 1, . . . , 5,
and use these 5 equations to eliminate the Lagrange multipliers setting νa = −πJWa(m2).
The radial constraint translates into a condition on the Wa dual scattering functions
min
νa,Wa
{
max
Sa
∑
a
∫ ∞
4m2
Im (WaSa) ds constrained by
Ueven(s)  0, Uodd(s)  0, s ≥ 4m2
}
constrained by 1 + πJ
∑
a
va(θ)Wa(m2) = 0. (D.10)
D.4 Dual construction III: unitarity
The last constraint to add to the dual Lagrangian is unitarity. This can be elegantly done
if we cast the problem (D.10) into a matrix form. If we define the symmetric matrices
Weven =
(
2W1 W4
W4 2W2
)
, Wodd =
(
W3 W5
W5 W3
)
. (D.11)
the objective of (D.10) is just∑
a
∫ ∞
4m2
Im (WaSa) ds =
∫ ∞
4m2
ds
(1
2Im (tr W
evenSeven) + 12Im
(
tr WoddSodd
))
,
recalling Seven/odd were introduced in (D.1). It is then natural to introduce the semidefinite-
positive matrix Lagrange multipliers Λeven and Λodd
L(S,W,Λ) =
∫ ∞
4m2
ds
(1
2Im
(
tr WevenSeven+tr WoddSodd
)
+ 12tr Λ
evenUeven + 12tr Λ
oddUodd
)
, (D.12)
So that
δSL=
∫ ∞
4m2
ds
∑
η=even,odd
tr
[(
−Wη
4i −
1
2Λ
η · Sη
)
δSη + conjugate
]
(D.13)
Since 0 = tr (σy · S̄) = tr (σy · S) = tr (σy · δS̄) = tr (σy · δS) the parentheses does not need
to vanish. It does need to be proportional to σy with a proportionality constant which we
can easily find by dotting it with the appropriate matrices:
−W
4i −
1
2Λ · S = −
1
4i
tr(Λ−1 ·W · σy)
tr(Λ−1)
σy (D.14)
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where we dropped the implicit label η. For η = odd this equation simplifies dramatically
because37
Λodd =
(
λ3 λ5
λ5 λ3.
)
and the right hand side of (D.14) vanishes once we use (D.11). In that case we therefore
obtain the critical S-matrix in the odd sector as compactly given by Sodd = i4(Λ
odd)−1Wodd.
Furthermore, minimizing the dual functional over Λ is equivalent to solving the constraint
equation 1 = Sodd(Sodd)† which determines38
Λodd = 12
√
Wodd ·Wodd . (D.15)
Plugging eq. (D.15) into the dual functional we finally get
inf
Λ
d(W,Λ)odd = Dodd(W) = 12
∫ ∞
4m2
tr
(√
W ·W
)odd
ds. (D.16)
In the even sector case such an honest explicit derivation is not available because of the very
non-linear appearance of Λ. Inspired by the simplicity of (D.16) we guessed the matrix
formulation of the dual problem
Dual Z2 problem
minimize
in {Weven,Wodd}
1
2
∫ ∞
4m2
tr
(√
W ·W
)odd
+ tr
(√
W ·W
)even
ds,
constr. by 1 + πJ
∑
a
va(θ)Wa(m2) = 0. (D.17)
This guess is correct. We checked it numerically and also derived it by brute force going
to components.
Despite the simplicity of the matrix formulation, it is convenient to go back to compo-
nents when performing numerical explorations. The matrix W ·W for both odd and even
sectors is a 2× 2 hermitian matrix. We can therefore use the general formula
M =
(
A B
B∗ D
)
→ tr
√
M =
√
A+D + 2
√
AD − |B|2
to derive the explicit form of the functional. Applying this formula we get pretty straight-
forwardly that the first line in (D.17) is given by
1√
2
∫ ∞
4m2
ds
(√
|W3|2+|W5|2+|W 23−W 25 |+
√
|W4|2+2|W1|2+2|W2|2+|W 24−4W1W2|
)
,
(D.18)
which is the objective we minimize in practice.
37Notice Uodd is real and symmetric, we can take Λodd real and symmetric as well without loss of
generality.
38The square root of a matrix is not uniquely defined in general. Here we should pick the positive-
semidefinite solution.
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Potts model
<latexit sha1_base64="S5O4oGdq2A9l66JNeG4MBMhGmYM=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivQEqaExESVWQjJCgjaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccuez7taIyMoH8BW0UNEhWj6Dgn/BNi4gYarRzK52doJICouu++mUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+Qcfq2HBocy216QXMghQhtFGghF5kgKlAQjeYXmV+9x6MFTq8xVkEvmKTUIwFZ5hKw2ptgPCASUsjWqr0COS8MqzW3Yabgy4TryB1UqA1rH4NRprHCkLkklnb99wI/YQZFFzCvDKILUSMT9kE+ikNmQLrJ3n4OT2OLUNNIzBUSJqL8HsjYcramQrSScXwzi56mfif149xfOEnIoxihJBnh1BIyA9ZbkTaCtCRMIDIsuRARUg5MwwRjKCM81SM05qyPrzF75dJ57ThpfzmrN68LJopk0NyRE6IR85Jk1yTFmkTTmbkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7NTIHzgf37rOmVw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5O4oGdq2A9l66JNeG4MBMhGmYM=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivQEqaExESVWQjJCgjaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccuez7taIyMoH8BW0UNEhWj6Dgn/BNi4gYarRzK52doJICouu++mUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+Qcfq2HBocy216QXMghQhtFGghF5kgKlAQjeYXmV+9x6MFTq8xVkEvmKTUIwFZ5hKw2ptgPCASUsjWqr0COS8MqzW3Yabgy4TryB1UqA1rH4NRprHCkLkklnb99wI/YQZFFzCvDKILUSMT9kE+ikNmQLrJ3n4OT2OLUNNIzBUSJqL8HsjYcramQrSScXwzi56mfif149xfOEnIoxihJBnh1BIyA9ZbkTaCtCRMIDIsuRARUg5MwwRjKCM81SM05qyPrzF75dJ57ThpfzmrN68LJopk0NyRE6IR85Jk1yTFmkTTmbkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7NTIHzgf37rOmVw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5O4oGdq2A9l66JNeG4MBMhGmYM=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivQEqaExESVWQjJCgjaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccuez7taIyMoH8BW0UNEhWj6Dgn/BNi4gYarRzK52doJICouu++mUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+Qcfq2HBocy216QXMghQhtFGghF5kgKlAQjeYXmV+9x6MFTq8xVkEvmKTUIwFZ5hKw2ptgPCASUsjWqr0COS8MqzW3Yabgy4TryB1UqA1rH4NRprHCkLkklnb99wI/YQZFFzCvDKILUSMT9kE+ikNmQLrJ3n4OT2OLUNNIzBUSJqL8HsjYcramQrSScXwzi56mfif149xfOEnIoxihJBnh1BIyA9ZbkTaCtCRMIDIsuRARUg5MwwRjKCM81SM05qyPrzF75dJ57ThpfzmrN68LJopk0NyRE6IR85Jk1yTFmkTTmbkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7NTIHzgf37rOmVw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="S5O4oGdq2A9l66JNeG4MBMhGmYM=">AAACB3icbVC7TsNAEDyHVwivQEqaExESVWQjJCgjaCiDRB5SYkXnyyaccuez7taIyMoH8BW0UNEhWj6Dgn/BNi4gYarRzK52doJICouu++mUVlbX1jfKm5Wt7Z3dver+Qcfq2HBocy216QXMghQhtFGghF5kgKlAQjeYXmV+9x6MFTq8xVkEvmKTUIwFZ5hKw2ptgPCASUsjWqr0COS8MqzW3Yabgy4TryB1UqA1rH4NRprHCkLkklnb99wI/YQZFFzCvDKILUSMT9kE+ikNmQLrJ3n4OT2OLUNNIzBUSJqL8HsjYcramQrSScXwzi56mfif149xfOEnIoxihJBnh1BIyA9ZbkTaCtCRMIDIsuRARUg5MwwRjKCM81SM05qyPrzF75dJ57ThpfzmrN68LJopk0NyRE6IR85Jk1yTFmkTTmbkiTyTF+fReXXenPef0ZJT7NTIHzgf37rOmVw=</latexit>
Dual Excluded
Primal Allowed
Beginning of elliptic deformation line
<latexit sha1_base64="DFFI1ugNU2soRGjWcWV0LhLfd0M=">AAACIXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQbw64IWgZtLCMYDSQhzE5u4sXZ2WXmrihLvsJP8CtstbITOxH/xdk1hSae6nDuua8TJgot+f6HNzM7N7+wWFoqL6+srq1XNjYvbZwaCU0Zq9i0QmFBoYYmISloJQZEFCq4Cm9O8/rVLRiLsb6g+wS6kRhqHKAU5KReZb9DcEfZCQxRa9RDHg84KIUJoeR9GMQmKpw8XzDqVap+zS/Ap0kwJlU2RqNX+er0Y5lGoEkqYW078BPqZsK48QpG5U5qIRHyRgyh7agWEdhuVrw14rupFRTzBAxHxQsRfndkIrL2Pgqd0x15bSdrufhfrZ3S4LiboU5SAi3zRYQKikVWGnR5Ae+jASKRXw4cNZfCCCIwyIWUTkxdLGWXRzD5/TS5PKgFjp8fVusn42RKbJvtsD0WsCNWZ2eswZpMsgf2xJ7Zi/fovXpv3vuPdcYb92yxP/A+vwGVAqSH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFFI1ugNU2soRGjWcWV0LhLfd0M=">AAACIXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQbw64IWgZtLCMYDSQhzE5u4sXZ2WXmrihLvsJP8CtstbITOxH/xdk1hSae6nDuua8TJgot+f6HNzM7N7+wWFoqL6+srq1XNjYvbZwaCU0Zq9i0QmFBoYYmISloJQZEFCq4Cm9O8/rVLRiLsb6g+wS6kRhqHKAU5KReZb9DcEfZCQxRa9RDHg84KIUJoeR9GMQmKpw8XzDqVap+zS/Ap0kwJlU2RqNX+er0Y5lGoEkqYW078BPqZsK48QpG5U5qIRHyRgyh7agWEdhuVrw14rupFRTzBAxHxQsRfndkIrL2Pgqd0x15bSdrufhfrZ3S4LiboU5SAi3zRYQKikVWGnR5Ae+jASKRXw4cNZfCCCIwyIWUTkxdLGWXRzD5/TS5PKgFjp8fVusn42RKbJvtsD0WsCNWZ2eswZpMsgf2xJ7Zi/fovXpv3vuPdcYb92yxP/A+vwGVAqSH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFFI1ugNU2soRGjWcWV0LhLfd0M=">AAACIXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQbw64IWgZtLCMYDSQhzE5u4sXZ2WXmrihLvsJP8CtstbITOxH/xdk1hSae6nDuua8TJgot+f6HNzM7N7+wWFoqL6+srq1XNjYvbZwaCU0Zq9i0QmFBoYYmISloJQZEFCq4Cm9O8/rVLRiLsb6g+wS6kRhqHKAU5KReZb9DcEfZCQxRa9RDHg84KIUJoeR9GMQmKpw8XzDqVap+zS/Ap0kwJlU2RqNX+er0Y5lGoEkqYW078BPqZsK48QpG5U5qIRHyRgyh7agWEdhuVrw14rupFRTzBAxHxQsRfndkIrL2Pgqd0x15bSdrufhfrZ3S4LiboU5SAi3zRYQKikVWGnR5Ae+jASKRXw4cNZfCCCIwyIWUTkxdLGWXRzD5/TS5PKgFjp8fVusn42RKbJvtsD0WsCNWZ2eswZpMsgf2xJ7Zi/fovXpv3vuPdcYb92yxP/A+vwGVAqSH</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="DFFI1ugNU2soRGjWcWV0LhLfd0M=">AAACIXicbVC7SgNBFJ31GeMramkzGAQbw64IWgZtLCMYDSQhzE5u4sXZ2WXmrihLvsJP8CtstbITOxH/xdk1hSae6nDuua8TJgot+f6HNzM7N7+wWFoqL6+srq1XNjYvbZwaCU0Zq9i0QmFBoYYmISloJQZEFCq4Cm9O8/rVLRiLsb6g+wS6kRhqHKAU5KReZb9DcEfZCQxRa9RDHg84KIUJoeR9GMQmKpw8XzDqVap+zS/Ap0kwJlU2RqNX+er0Y5lGoEkqYW078BPqZsK48QpG5U5qIRHyRgyh7agWEdhuVrw14rupFRTzBAxHxQsRfndkIrL2Pgqd0x15bSdrufhfrZ3S4LiboU5SAi3zRYQKikVWGnR5Ae+jASKRXw4cNZfCCCIwyIWUTkxdLGWXRzD5/TS5PKgFjp8fVusn42RKbJvtsD0WsCNWZ2eswZpMsgf2xJ7Zi/fovXpv3vuPdcYb92yxP/A+vwGVAqSH</latexit>
Figure 9. Space of the Z2 symmetric coupling constants {g222, g112}. We restrict to the UHP due
to g ↔ −g symmetry. The black dots are obtained minimizing the objective in (D.18). The red solid
line was obtained in [17] running the primal problem. The dual data have been obtained with very
little effort: in this plot Nmax = 5 for all dual scattering functions ansatz. The blue and green dots
mark respectively the well known integrable 3-states Potts and supersymmetric Sine-Gordon. We
recall that starting at θ = π/4, the yellow dot, and all the way to θ = π/2 the S-matrix saturating
the boundary is known analytically and correspond to the elliptic deformation of supersymmetric
Sine-Gordon — see [17, 18] for details.
D.5 Dual problem numerics
For the dual scattering functions associated to the crossing invariant processes 11 →
11, 22→ 22, and 12→ 12 we can simply write the following anti-crossing ansatz
Wa(s) =
1√
s(4m2 − s)
(ρ(s)− ρ(t(s)))
N(a)max∑
n=0
α(a)n (ρ(s)n + ρ(t(s))n)
 , a = 1, 2, 3.
For the objective functional (D.18) we must require that Wa ∼ s−3/2 for s → ∞. Our
ansatz for these components has automatically the right behavior since ρ(s)−ρ(t) ∼ s−1/2.
We can package the 11 → 22 and 12 → 12-backward into a single scattering function
not symmetric under crossing
W4(s) =
1√
s(4m2 − s)
N(4)max∑
n=0
β(1)n ρ(s)n + β(2)n ρ(t(s))n
 .
However, such an ansatz does not automatically decay with the right power and one must
tune one of the free parameters. The numerical results for the dual radial problem (D.17)
are shown in figure 9.
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